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THE COMPOSER

Johannes Brahms
(Born in Hamburg, Germany, May 7, 1833; died in Vienna, Austria, April 3, 1897)

In 1890, the Viennese intelligentsia smiled knowingly at a caricature published in the 
satirical journal Figaro depicting Johannes Brahms on an ornate pedestal, with music  
critic Eduard Hanslick gazing up at the composer in humble admiration. Though the 
drawing poked fun at Hanslick’s effusive praise of Brahms and his music, nonetheless it 
was accurate in its prediction that Brahms would occupy a perpetual niche in the marbled 
pantheon of “classical” composers, alongside Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven. 
 It had been a long journey from the humble Hamburg home where Brahms had been 
born in 1833. His father, Johann Jakob Brahms, who played various instruments with 
moderate proficiency, made his living as a municipal musician. In 1830, he had married 
Johanna Henrika Christiane Nissen, a seamstress seventeen years his elder. Johannes was 
the second of their three children, sharing the home with an older sister and a younger 
brother.
 From an early age, Johannes Brahms showed deep musical talent as well as a 
gritty determination to transcend his humble birth and find his place in the world outside 
Hamburg. His father gave him his first music lessons at age four, before arranging for 
piano lessons (at age seven) with Otto Friedrich Willibald Cossel, a student of the highly-
regarded Hamburg teacher and pianist Eduard Marxsen. Brahms applied himself with 
diligence to the piano, but the urge to create his own music manifested itself early on; as 
Cossel observed, Brahms “could be a good player, but he will not stop his never-ending 
composing!” Cossel devoted himself to Johannes’ musical development, insisting on good 
technique in balance with musical expression, advising the boy that the fingers “should be 
able to express what the heart feels.” 
 In 1843, Brahms’ father arranged a public concert of chamber music to promote his 
10-year-old son’s prospects. An impresario in the audience suggested to the ambitious 

“ .  .  .HIS COMPOSITIONS ARE  

MASTERFUL, MEMORABLE,  

SUFFUSED WITH MELODY,  

AND ALWAYS TRUE TO HIS 

UNIQUE VOICE. .  .”



on numerous occasions in Hamburg. While on tour, Brahms met other musicians,  
including Peter Cornelius, Joachim Raff, Franz Liszt, and, most importantly for his  
personal and professional life to come, Josef Joachim. 
 Just twenty-two, Joachim was already among the most celebrated musicians in 
Europe, protégé of Mendelssohn and Liszt, and concertmaster in Liszt’s court orchestra, 
which was devoted to the revolutionary “New German School” of composition (essen-
tially, the promotion of Liszt’s own music). Joachim, who had begun to feel disillusioned 
with Liszt’s grandiosity and bombastic music, sought a more substantial musical vision 
that he could champion. In Hanover, Joachim’s friend Reményi introduced him to Brahms 
and persuaded him to hear the young pianist. Joachim later wrote, “Never in the course of 
my artist’s life have I been more completely overwhelmed with delighted surprise, than 
when the rather shy-mannered, blonde companion of my countryman played me his sona-
ta movements, of quite undreamt-of originality and power, looking noble and inspired the 
while. His playing, so tender, so imaginative, so free and so fiery, held me spell-bound.”  
Joachim arranged for Brahms to play for George V, King of Hanover, and introduced 
Brahms to Liszt in Weimar. The meeting permanently soured Brahms and Liszt on each 
other; Brahms took an instinctive dislike to Liszt’s freewheeling music, and fell asleep as 
Liszt played to an otherwise-enraptured salon audience. Liszt never forgave the slight. 
 More importantly, Joachim introduced Brahms to Robert and Clara Schumann, 
with whom Joachim had formed a close personal and professional alliance, and who 
shared his vision for a music that would embody “formalism and continuity with the 
past” (Swafford). Brahms, who showed up on the Schumanns’ Düsseldorf doorstep in 
September 1853, astounded the composer and his pianist-wife as they listened to him play 
one after another of his compositions. Robert said to Clara, “Here is music as you have 
never heard before!” Robert’s famously effusive public praise of the young composer 
appeared in the October 28 issue of the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik: “I have thought [that] 
someone must and would suddenly appear, destined to give ideal presentment to the high-
est expression of the time, who would bring us his mastership, not in process of develop-
ment, but would spring forth like Minerva fully armed from the head of Jove. And he is 
come…. He is called Johannes Brahms.”

father that a “prodigy” tour to the United States might be lucrative. Johann Jakob jumped 
at the chance, but Cossel, fearing the worst, appealed to Marxsen. After teaching the boy 
for three years Cossel felt that he had nothing more to offer, particularly in composition, 
and persuaded Marxsen to take Brahms on, not only to provide more advanced instruc-
tion, but to keep him in Hamburg. Marxsen agreed, and soon Johannes was studying 
piano with Cossel and studying piano and composition with Marxsen, including learning 
about earlier composers, especially Bach. Brahms had already written some songs and 
small piano pieces, and at age eleven composed his first piano sonata. Marxsen marveled 
at the boy’s abilities: “When I started teaching him composition, he exhibited a rare acute-
ness of mind, and, insignificant though his first attempts at original creation turned out to 
be, I was bound to recognize in them an intelligence which convinced me that an excep-
tional, great, and peculiarly profound talent was dormant in him.” When Mendelssohn 
died in 1847, Marxsen observed, “A great master of the musical art has gone hence, but 
an even greater one will bloom for us in Brahms.”
 Brahms’ parents initially regarded their son’s talent less as a creative gift than as the 
means to ply a trade, namely, playing for money. Before he had turned thirteen, young 
Johannes was working as a pianist in the dance halls on the Hamburg docks. He suffered 
from the unsavory company and late nights, but he was able to keep up with his studies 
and practice.
 Brahms’ professional debut took place in 1847, when he contributed a piano solo to 
a public recital; his first full solo recital took place the next year, and in 1849, at a second 
solo recital, he performed his own music in public for the first time, a waltz-fantasia.  
 Hamburg had a robust musical scene, with several orchestral and choral ensembles 
and frequent performances by visiting artists, including Robert and Clara Schumann, 
who were later to become so important to him. In 1848 Johannes attended a concert in 
Berlin by the great Hungarian violinist Josef Joachim, who would become Brahms’ great 
friend and musical confidant. (Brahms later told Joachim, “I was your most enraptured 
listener!”)
 In the spring of 1853, Brahms embarked on his first concert tour to concertize with 
the Hungarian violinist Eduard Reményi (1828-1898), with whom Brahms had performed 



 In 1857, he returned to Hamburg, where he directed a women’s choir and worked  
at composing. Over the next few decades, he would direct and compose for many  
choirs, and singers (especially the women) were a constant source of inspiration and  
companionship. 
 For the next several years, Brahms led a rather peripatetic life, composing,  
conducting, and performing, always searching for a place that suited his temperament  
where he could work productively. He lived and worked in Berlin (1858) Hamburg 
(1859), Winterthür (1860), Vienna and Hamm (1861-1862), and Köln and Hamburg 
(1862). In late 1862, he returned to Vienna, where he performed, broadened his  
professional acquaintance, and was appointed conductor of the Weiner Singakademie, a 
position that he hoped would enhance his eligibility for other directorships, particularly 
that of the Hamburg Philharmonic, a post he coveted but never attained. Increasingly, 
Brahms turned to Vienna, and though he occasionally performed in and visited Hamburg 
(where his mother died in 1865, and his father in 1872), by 1868 he had taken up  
permanent residence in the Austrian capital.
 Joachim and Brahms remained very close, not only as friends, but as musical  
companions and mutual mentors. Brahms trusted Joachim’s judgement in musical  
matters, particularly in orchestration and writing for strings, and the violinist was closely 
involved in the review and revision of many of Brahms chamber music and orchestral 
works. (Joachim’s red editing marks may still be seen in the manuscript of Brahms’ violin 
concerto, for which Joachim composed the first-movement cadenza.) Their close relation-
ship was disrupted in 1883, when Brahms interfered in a deeply personal matter between 
Joachim and his wife. They did not speak for several years, but continued to support each 
other musically, though from a wary distance. The two were eventually reconciled in 1887 
when Brahms offered an olive branch in the form of the Double Concerto, which had 
its premiere later that year with Joachim playing the violin part and Brahms conducting. 
Brahms later told a friend, “Now I know what has been missing from my life these past 
few years: It was the sound of Joachim’s violin.”

 Thus, just six months after the obscure youth had set out from Hamburg, the name 
“Johannes Brahms” was now on the lips of Europe’s musical cognoscenti. Still, it would 
be many years before he would fulfill the expectations raised by Schumann’s praise, and 
he would labor long and hard to meet his own exacting standards. In writing his thanks 
to Schumann, Brahms cautioned, “The public praise you have bestowed on me will have 
fastened general expectation so exceptionally upon my performances that I do not know 
how I shall be able to do some measure of justice to it. Above all it obliges me to take 
the greatest care in the selection of what is to be published.” And Brahms did, indeed, 
take “the greatest care,” destroying his early works, withholding others from publication, 
and above all, delaying composing in the large-scale forms that would inevitably invite 
comparison to those of his predecessors and peers: symphonies, string quartets, and major 
choral works.
 The Schumanns welcomed Brahms into their close-knit family, and when in 1854 
Robert suffered a mental breakdown, attempted suicide, and was confined to a sanitorium 
(where he died in 1856), Brahms essentially moved into their home, assisting Clara (preg-
nant with her eighth child) and caring for the other children. Johannes and Clara became 
intimate friends and, with the exception of a few brief disagreements, remained close for 
the rest of their lives, supporting each other musically and emotionally; in later years, he 
also supported her financially. Clara was a lifelong champion of Brahms and his music, 
and as one of the leading pianists of her day, she often performed his works. 
 A few years after Robert’s death, it seems that he and Clara may have contemplated 
marriage, but in the end, Johannes pulled back and the impulse was not fulfilled. This was 
to be the pattern of many of his relationships with women: a musical connection, a grow-
ing intimacy, thoughts of matrimony, then a hasty retreat. Some biographers speculate that 
Brahms’ experiences as a prepubescent pianist in the music halls on the Hamburg docks 
may have stunted his ability to form lasting relationships with women. Though he always 
enjoyed the company of women, and had intimate relationships with several, he never 
married.



 Brahms’ works for piano include four sonatas (one for two pianos), seven sets of 
variations, and more than fifty shorter pieces (a scherzo, waltzes, ballades, fantasies, 
romances, capricci, intermezzi, and rhapsodies). The piano dominates his chamber music, 
which includes three piano trios, three piano quartets, a piano quintet, and sonatas with 
piano for violin (three), cello (two), clarinet or viola (two), as well as two trios: one for 
horn (or cello or viola), violin and piano, the other for clarinet (or viola), cello and piano. 
Music for strings is represented by distinguished sets of string quartets (three), string 
quartets (two), string sextets (two) and a clarinet quintet. Joachim’s spirit is never far off; 
many of the chamber works, including the three violin sonatas, were composed for him.
 During his lifetime, Brahms’ music evoked a sharply divided response from the 
public and from his musical peers. Members of the “New German School” — Liszt (who 
never forgave Brahms for the Weimar nap), Wagner, Bruckner, and their acolytes — dis-
missed Brahms as cautiously old-fashioned and academic, particularly in his inclination 
toward “antique” structures and methods (e.g., fugue and counterpoint), and his adher-
ence to traditional forms and harmonic language. The “Brahmsians” — Clara Schumann, 
Joachim, Hanslick, and of course Brahms himself — advocated innovation within 
established musical forms, preferring “absolute” music to “program music” and avoiding 
excessive chromaticism. 
 With the perspective of time, it’s clear that Brahms succeeded as a traditionalist 
and as an innovator. While he effectively embraced “the counterpoint of Bach, the archi-
tecture of Beethoven, and the fantasy of Robert Schumann” (Swafford) his compositions 
are masterful, memorable, suffused with melody, and always true to his unique voice and 
temperament as the “great abstractionist of the late romantic age.”

Program notes © 2020 Grace Notes Writing. All rights reserved.

 From 1872 to 1875, Brahms served as director of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde 
in Vienna; this was the last formal position he held, as from this point forward he devoted 
himself entirely to composing and performing (though less of the latter, as the years 
advanced). Eventually, Brahms settled into an enviable annual rhythm, working in Vienna 
in the fall and winter months and taking “working vacations” in the spring and summer, 
with Italy a favorite spring-time destination, followed by a month or two at a lakeside 
resort in southern Austria or Switzerland. He did much of his composing during the spring 
and summer; fall and winter were largely taken up with revisions, overseeing publication 
of the scores, arranging premiers, and performing. He followed this routine until 1896, 
composing steadily and with increasing fame and prosperity. In April 1897, Brahms died 
in his home in Vienna, unleashing a paroxysm of grief from the city he had grown to love.
 Brahms composed in nearly every genre except music for the theatre (ballet, opera, 
etc.). Ever the perfectionist, he destroyed many of his compositions, not only those from 
his apprentice years, but also mature works with which he was not satisfied. (He claims to 
have composed and discarded twenty string quartets prior to approving the release of his 
“official” first quartet.) 
 In 1853, Clara Schumann had written of Brahms, “When he comes to writing for 
the orchestra, he will have found the true medium for his imagination.” Always aware of 
his predecessors (especially Beethoven, whom he called “a giant”), his first symphony 
was long in the making. He needn’t have worried; the four symphonies, along with two 
orchestral serenades, two overtures, and a set of orchestral variations, are magnificent. For 
himself, he wrote the two piano concertos; for Joachim, he composed the violin concerto 
and a double concerto for violin and cello.
 His best-known work may be Ein deutsches Requiem; by this masterpiece alone, 
Brahms would probably have earned his place on Hanslick’s marble pedestal. He had a 
surprising affinity for vocal music, producing more than 200 lieder and vocal duets, five 
mid-length choral works (with orchestra), a cantata, the two sets of Liebeslieder Walzer, 
and nearly 100 shorter choral works, many composed for the choirs he had directed early 
in his career.



he had set to music several poems by his friend Klaus Groth; the themes of two of  
these well-known songs, “Regenlied” (“Rain Song”) and “Nachklang” (“Echo” or 
“Reminiscence”), provided much of the material for the G major sonata, which has been 
nicknamed the “Regenlied” or “Rain” sonata. In both songs, mingled rain and tears,  
represented by a three-note motive, evoke memories of lost childhood. 
 The sonata has three movements instead of the customary four; Brahms joked to his 
publisher that he would accept a 25% reduction in his fee to make up for the lack of a 
scherzo.  Though the three-note dotted-rhythm motive from the two “rain” songs appears 
most fully in the finale, it is integral to each movement, stitching the sonata together with 
a conceptual unity that was, at the time, quite innovative.  
 In the first movement, in G major and vivace non troppo, the three-note motive 
develops into an expansive, sweetly wistful sonata-form dialog between violin and piano, 
with a broadly flowing contrasting theme. In typical fashion, Brahms plays with the 6/4 
meter, combining 3+3 and 2+2+2 phrases with layers of syncopations to create an archi-
tectural effect “that perhaps during the nineteenth century, only Brahms could have con-
ceived.” (Swafford) 
 The second movement is a warm adagio in E-flat major, its rhapsodic melody and 
conventional harmonies destabilized by a searching bass line that moves independently of 
the principal beats. In the central portion of this three-part movement, the dotted-rhythm 
“rain” motive becomes a solemn funeral march. When the opening music returns, the mel-
ody soars in the double-stopped violin, supported by intricate piano figurations.  
 The opening theme of the finale, a rondo in G minor marked allegro molto modera-
to, presents the principal themes from “Regenlied” and “Nachklang;” pattering raindrops 
are heard in the piano. At the heart of the movement, the somber mood is lightened with 
the return in the double-stopped violin of the soaring E-flat theme from the slow move-
ment, “its winging sequel seeming to sing of resolution, of joyful acceptance, a quality 
deeply endorsed in the closing bars where it merges with the dotted figure in a tranquil 
recollection.” (Musgrave) When he introduced music from the second movement into the 
third, Brahms may have thought of Robert Schumann, who had used this technique and a 

THE VIOLIN SONATAS

While returning to Vienna from a sojourn in Italy in May 1879, Johannes Brahms made 
an unplanned stop in the village of Pörtschach in Carinthia, the southernmost of the 
Austrian states. He had first visited Pörtschach the previous summer, delighting in the  
picturesque town on the shore of the Wörthersee, surrounded by the southern Alps.  
Now, he wrote to a friend in Vienna, “I only wanted to stay there for a day, and then, as 
this one day was so beautiful, for yet another. But each day was as fine as the last, so I 
stayed on.” Brahms abandoned his plan to continue on to bustling Vienna, and settled in 
for the summer.  
 In that spring of 1879, at 46, Brahms was enjoying real success, composing whatever  
pleased him, performing when he liked, and not dependent on commissions, teaching, or 
conducting. He enjoyed a wide circle of friends in Vienna, where he had settled several 
years earlier, and often invited them to share his working vacations in scenic resort towns. 
Brahms summered in Pörtschach in 1877, 1878, and 1879, composing there some of the 
best work of his middle years: the Symphony No. 2 (sometimes called “The Pörtschacher”),  
the Violin Concerto, many piano pieces (including the two rhapsodies and a set of 
Hungarian dances), and the first violin sonata. The place itself was inspiring; as he wrote 
his friend, music critic Eduard Hanslick: “The air here is so full of melodies that one must 
be careful not to step on one!” 
 In and around his instrumental works, one must also be aware of Brahms’ lieder, 
many written for singers of his acquaintance, especially women to whom he was particu-
larly (though never consequentially) attracted. Certain of these melodies carried great 
emotional weight for Brahms, for the singers for whom they had been composed, and for 
their many friends who knew the music intimately. When Brahms slipped any of his lie-
der melodies into his instrumental works, as he often did, it was done purposefully, to 
send messages of affection or to evoke the emotions associated with certain relationships. 
 This was the case with the Violin Sonata No. 1 in G Major (Op. 78), one of 
Brahms’ most lyrical works, deeply imbued with nostalgic yearning. A few years earlier, 



professional musician, while Joachim (age 22) was already celebrated as Europe’s finest 
violinist. Over the years, they became very close, not only as friends, but as musical com-
panions and mutual mentors. Their friendship was disrupted in the 1880s over a deeply 
personal matter related to Joachim’s marriage; during their estrangement, Brahms contin-
ued to compose for Joachim, and the violinist continued to perform Brahms’ music. 
(“You must understand that artist and man are two different things,” Joachim explained to 
a doubtful friend. “I can’t help but feel this music with my entire being... it works on me 
like a force of Nature.”)  
 By 1886, Brahms had found a new retreat at Hofstetten on the shore of Lake Thun 
in the Bernese Alps in Switzerland. “It is simply glorious!” he wrote to a friend. His three 
summers there brought forth the Cello Sonata in F major, the Piano Trio in C Minor, the 
Double Concerto (offered as a reconciliation to, and accepted by, Joachim), the second 
and third violin sonatas, and some of his best lieder. Among these were songs for the 
young contralto Hermine Spies. Just 26 years old, she performed Brahms’ music with 
deep understanding and maturity. They became quite close; she flirted and sang to him 
(and privately confessed to a “Johannes-Passion”), and his infatuation manifested in a 
stream of exquisite songs that remain at the heart of the lieder repertoire, including 
“Meine Liebe ist Grün,” “Wie Melodien zieht es mir,” and “Immer leiser wird mein 
Schlummer,” the last two composed at Hofstetten in that idyllic summer of 1886. 
 Brahms welcomed summer visitors, and a steady stream of friends came and went, 
staying in nearby lodgings, from whence they dined, walked, and made music with 
Brahms. In 1886, while he was “expecting the arrival of a dear lady friend” (Hermine) he 
composed the Violin Sonata No. 2 in A Major (Op. 100). The shortest of the three violin 
sonatas is wistfully intimate, infused with longing and anticipation, “a picture of Brahms 
at his desk yearning for Hermine.” (Swafford) 
 The first movement of this so-called “Song Sonata,” a sonata form marked allegro 
amabile, overflows with melody. The yearning figures in the piano call to mind Brahms’ 
setting of “Komm bald” (“Come soon!”), composed for Hermine to words by Klaus 
Groth. The second theme emerges from another of Brahms’ “Hermine” songs, “Wie 

similar theme in a violin concerto he had composed in 1853 for the eminent violinist Josef 
Joachim. (Clara withheld the concerto from publication and performance, and it would not 
be heard for several decades.)  
 The warm expressiveness of this sonata softened the widely-held perception of 
Brahms’ music as dryly academic. The sun-infused nostalgia was evident; Brahms’ friend 
Hanslick noted the sense of “resigned reconciliation,” while Brahms biographer Karl 
Geiringer praised the sonata as “a composition full of restrained sweetness and that yearn-
ing tenderness which — as so often in Brahms — seems to smile through tears.” Clara’s 
response was rhapsodic: “How deeply excited I am over your sonata … you can imagine 
my rapture when in the third [movement] I once more found my passionately loved 
[“Regenlied”] melody … I say ‘my,’ because I do not believe that anyone feels its rapture 
and sadness as I do.” The sonata remained a favorite; years later, she wrote to Brahms 
after her 70th birthday: “Joachim was here on what would have [also] been Robert’s 
eightieth birthday… We played the [G major] sonata again and I reveled in it. I wish that 
the last movement could accompany me in my journey from here to the next world.” 
 The G major sonata was the first of this genre that Brahms published, but it was not 
his first attempt. In 1853, age twenty, he had contributed a Beethoven-inspired scherzo to a 
“collaborative sonata” composed with Robert Schumann and Albert Dietrich as a surprise 
for Joachim. During the ensuing quarter century, Brahms composed and set aside at least 
three (some say five) violin sonatas; all were eventually consigned to the fire. Writing to 
Clara, Brahms had grumbled that composing for stringed instruments should be left to 
“someone who understands fiddles better than I do. It is quite a different thing writing for 
instruments whose character and sound one can only incidentally imagine, than for an 
instrument [the piano] which one knows out and out.” Still, in the first violin sonata and the 
two that would follow, Brahms’ mastery is evident, both in his idiomatic writing for the 
violin, and for the sympathetic partnership he created between the violin and piano. 
 That “someone who understands fiddles,” of course, had been Joachim, for whom 
Brahms had composed his Violin Concerto as well as a great deal of his chamber music. 
The two had met in 1853, when Brahms (age 20) was establishing himself as a  



young in their emotional qualities, ripe and wise in their compactness … The whole  
sonata is one caress.” 
 Overflowing with ideas that summer in Hofstetten, Brahms also sketched his Violin 
Sonata No. 3 in D Minor (Op. 108); he would complete it the following year. While the 
first two sonatas are lyric, warm, bright with summer sun on alpine lakes, the third is 
darker and more visceral, with the power of a mountain storm. With its D minor key, four 
movements, and symphonic gravitas it is more dramatic and grander in conception. The 
virtuosic piano part was doubtless a tribute to its dedicatee, the pianist and conductor 
Hans von Bülow, a devout champion and performer of Brahms’ chamber music. 
 The first movement allegro opens with a brooding but impassioned melody shared 
by violin and piano. The piano presents the second theme alone before the violin joins and 
takes it to a soaring height. The agitated accompanying figures, extended syncopations, 
heightened chromaticism, and long stretches of subdued playing create an air of mystery 
wholly unlike the direct lyrical approach of the first two sonatas. In the development, 
Brahms turns to a favorite device, a pedal point, extending this on the dominant pitch for 
some 46 bars in the left hand of the piano, while the right hand and violin float in a rest-
less filigree based on the first theme. The recapitulation is disrupted by a second, more 
volatile development; the movement concludes with a coda that recalls the insistent pedal-
tone of the first development. 
 The second movement adagio is a throbbing song without words that conveys the 
longing of Brahms’ most tender lieder, with a soaring passion more typical of the slow 
movement of a concerto. The piano part is orchestral in conception, with less of the “con-
versational” exchange expected in a chamber work. In the second iteration of the theme, 
violin and piano join in a resonant unison, poured out over an accompaniment of rippling 
triplets. Surely the climax, given in the Hungarian manner with double-stopping and 
throbbing thirds, is a tribute to Joachim. 
 Brahms was a famous jokester; his roguish impulses are on display in the third 
movement, a scherzo-intermezzo marked un poco presto e con sentimento. Violin and 

Melodien zieht es mir” (also by Groth). Surrounded by flowers, lakes, and verdant alpine 
meadows, it’s no surprise that this lied lingered in his thoughts, and that its melody — for 
Hermine — would flow into the sonata: “Melodies move through my mind; they seem to 
blossom like spring flowers and waft away like fragrance.” Where much of his earlier 
writing for the piano was dense and blocky, here it is effervescent and almost atmospheric. 
 In place of the expected slow movement followed by a scherzo or minuet, Brahms 
combined the two in a single andante tranquillo movement of alternating moods and tex-
tures, integrated through common melodic themes. The movement opens with an ardently 
wistful theme; this is interrupted by a sprightly dance punctuated by occasional pizzicati 
from the violin. Each section is repeated with harmonic and rhythmic variations before the 
movement ends in a jocose codetta. 
 The final movement, a rondo marked allegretto grazioso quasi andante, provides a 
framework for ample thematic development. Each time the main theme returns it is trans-
formed harmonically or texturally in an outstanding example of the “continual variation” 
that Schönberg praised in Brahms’ music. The violin carries the melody in its throaty 
depths; musicologist Donald Francis Tovey (friend to Joachim) characterized this throb-
bing theme as “one of the great cantabiles for the fourth [G] string.” The chromatic epi-
sodes add expressive intensity without disrupting the flowing mood; an arching crescendo 
closes the sonata on an ecstatic note. But the ecstasy is touched with longing, for here 
again are echoes of Brahms’ lieder: “Meine Liebe ist grün” (“My love is green,” text by 
Felix Schumann) and “Komm bald” (“Come soon,” text by Klaus Groth): “Why then wait 
from day to day? Everything in the garden blooms!” In the rondo theme itself, a sobbing 
phrase from another “Hermine” song, “Immer leiser wird mein Schlummer” (text by 
Hermann Lingg) makes clear Brahms’ desire: “Komm bald!” “Come soon!” 
 Brahms’ peers understood the lyric power of this music. Theodor Billroth, a 
Viennese surgeon and amateur musician, praised the sonata’s “unending grace, charm, 
and lovely feeling.” Brahms’ musical friend Elisabeth von Herzogenberg wrote that it was 
“constructed in the plainest possible way from ideas at once striking and simple, fresh and 



piano toss thematic fragments back and forth in a way that delighted Clara: “It is like a 
girl frolicking with her lover—then in the middle of it all, a flash of deep passion, only  
to make way for sweet dalliance once more.” There are dark moments and twists of  
chromaticism; brief arpeggios cascade downward like quicksilver; the music drifts briefly 
into reverie, and evaporates in a shimmer.  
 The final movement, presto agitato, gathers all the passion and energy of what has 
come before, returning to the stormy D minor of the opening movement. In a driving, 
tightly-constructed sonata form with more than a touch of Hungarian fire, violin and piano 
rush headlong into a richly-developed thematic exploration. The tarantella-like first theme 
derives from the triplets of the 6/8 meter; the second theme offers a broader tune with the 
contours of a chorale but with none of its serenity. The airy piano writing of the first two 
sonatas yields here to more assertive sonorities; the violin keeps pace with searing intensi-
ty. Without interruption from contrasting episodes, and with throbbing, disorienting syn-
copations, the inexorable forward momentum is maintained to the end. 
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THE PERFORMERS

Peter Winograd joined the American String Quartet in 1990. 
He gave his first solo public performance at the age of 11, and 
at age 17 he was accepted as a scholarship student of Dorothy 
DeLay at The Juilliard School. Recognized early as an excep-
tionally promising young artist, Winograd was a top prize win-
ner in the 1988 Naumburg International Violin Competition. 
He then made his New York debut to critical acclaim and has 
since appeared as a guest soloist with numerous orchestras and 
in recital across the country and abroad, including annual col-
laborative performances with cellist Andrés Díaz at the Florida 

Arts Chamber Music Festival. In 2002 Winograd performed the Sibelius Violin Concerto 
with the Hartford Symphony; his father, Arthur Winograd, was the featured guest con-
ductor. Winograd has been a member of the violin and chamber music faculties of the 
Manhattan School of Music and the Aspen Music School (where the American is Quartet-
in-Residence) since 1990. Born into a gifted musical family, Winograd began his studies 
with his parents. His mother was a professional pianist, and his father was the founding 
cellist of the Juilliard Quartet and a conductor of the Hartford Symphony in Hartford, 
Connecticut, where Winograd grew up. He holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees from 
Juilliard. His wife, violinist Caterina Szepes, is a regular participant in the Marlboro 
Festival and a member of the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra. His violin is by Giovanni 
Maria del Bussetto (Cremona, 1675).
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David Westfall maintains an active career as concert pianist, 
collaborative artist, and teacher. He has concertized and 
given master classes throughout the United States, Canada, 
Spain, Brazil, Germany, South Korea, China and Serbia. 
He frequently performs and lectures for music conferences 
throughout the United States and has given master classes at 
major music conservatories such as the Royal Conservatory 
in Toronto, the Royal College of Music in London, and Seoul 
National University. An avid chamber musician, Westfall 

has performed with internationally acclaimed string quartets such as the Jupiter, Chiara, 
Colorado, Johannes, Borromeo and the American.  Critic Donald Rosenberg, in a review 
of the CD of “Eight Pieces for Violin, Viola and Piano” by Max Bruch (with violist Rita 
Porfiris and violinist Anton Miller) in Gramophone Magazine, stated that Westfall “man-
ages Bruch’s Brahmsian demands with equal degrees of poetry, richness and agility.” 
Westfall is a graduate of Indiana University’s Jacobs School of Music, Texas Christian 
University, the Juilliard School of Music, and received his Doctorate in Musical Arts 
from the Hartt School, University of Hartford. During those years he studied with inter-
nationally acclaimed pianists Gyorgy Sebok, Abbey Simon, and Luiz de Moura Castro. 
He taught for over thirty years at the Hartt School, where he served as Co-chair of the 
Piano Department for twenty years and Director of Instrumental Studies for six years. 
Dr. Westfall founded the South Church Chamber Music Society (South Church, New 
Britain, CT) in 2003, and served as organist there from 1989 until 2016. In addition to 
enriching the musical life of the parishioners and surrounding communities, the mission of 
the Series included featuring young artists and new ensembles as they embarked on their 
careers.
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  Johannes Brahms

  Violin Sonata No. 1 in G Major, Op. 78 

 1 Vivace ma non troppo [11:12]

 2 Adagio – Più andante – Adagio [8:05]

 3 Allegro molto moderato [8:50]

  Violin Sonata No. 2 in A Major, Op. 100

 4 Allegro amabile [8:27]

 5 Andante tranquillo – Vivace [6:52]

 6 Allegretto grazioso (quasi andante) [5:14]

  Violin Sonata No. 3 in D Minor, Op. 208

 7 Allegro [8:37]

 8 Adagio [4:49]

 9 Un poco presto [2:58]

 10 Presto agitato [6:06]

  Peter Winograd, violin | David Westfall, piano

  Total Time = 71:13
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